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Dry Pipe 2 Model – Dynamic Modelling Of Air Volume In Pipes 

One of the powerful, new developments introduced in PIPENET Vision 1.10.0 is the ‘Dry Pipe 2’ Model in 

PIPENET Transient Module.  

Dry Pipe 2 Model allows air to flow into the system and considers the effect of air volume in pipes.  

Dry Pipe 2 Model can simulate complex pipe networks, including: 

• dry pipes   

• wet pipes and  

• components other than pipes. 

 

Q: What is the purpose of the Dry Pipe Model? 

1. Improve modelling accuracy by considering the effect of air volume in pipes. 

2. Estimate the priming time of dry deluge systems. 

3. Evaluate the pressure surge during the priming of a dry system.  

 

Q: What are the differences between Dry Pipe 1 Model and Dry Pipe 2 Model? 

1. Dry Pipe 1 Model assumes air pressure is constant 0 barg while Dry Pipe 2 Model calculates air pressure 

based on the ideal gas law PV = nRT under isothermal conditions. 

2. Dry Pipe 2 Model considers the friction loss of air flow in components (e.g. valve, nozzle etc.) while Dry 

Pipe 1 Model ignores it.  

3. Dry Pipe 1 Model is usually faster than Dry Pipe 2 Model. Both the models can give accurate results if 

air pressure is around 0 barg. Otherwise, Dry Pipe 2 Model provides a better accuracy. 

 

Q: What are the differences between the Caisson Models and Dry Pipe 2 Model? 

The caisson Models are composed of three components:  

• a dry or partially filled pipe,  

• a non-return valve and  

• an air valve,  

and their location is fixed, see the figure below on the left.  

Dry Pipe 2 model is more flexible, which allows to build a more complex dry network, see the figure below 

on the right. 
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1. The non-return valve in the Caisson Model continues at a closed state, before the caisson is primed, so 

that the air valve is the only path for the air flow. There is greater flexibility in the Dry Pipe 2 Model. 

 

2. The Two-Node Caisson Model can consider wave propagation at all states. The Dry Pipe Model assumes 

the wave passes through it instantly. 

 

Q: What are the differences between the Vacuum Breaker Model and the Air Valve Model? 

1. The Vacuum Breaker Model and the Air Valve Model can give same/similar results if the air volume is 

not large enough to affect the local flow conditions. In this case, the Vacuum Breaker Model is 

recommended because it is simpler and usually faster. 

 

2. The Vacuum Breaker Model stores the inflow air so that the nearby pipes keep at wet state. The Air 

Valve Model allows the inflow air to flow into the nearby pipes and also can release the air in the nearby 

dry pipes. 

 

Q: How to activate the Dry Pipe Model? 

In “Network Options” window, Dry Pipe 1 Model can be activated by unticking the option of “Treat all pipes 

as wet” and unticking the option of “Consider air-cushion effect”. 

Dry Pipe 2 Model can be activated by unticking the option: “Treat all pipes as wet” and ticking the option 

“Consider air-cushion effect”. 
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Q: What are the typical applications of the Dry Pipe 2 Model? 

1. Dry Pipe 2 Model can simulate complex dry networks. For example, the PIPENET Model on the right 

below can simulate the firewater system on the left accurately. The dead end is modelled by a zero-flow 

specification. 
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2. Dry Pipe 2 Model can improve calculation accuracy and simplify simulation Model. The model below is 

a typical example to calculate the priming time and pressure surge in a dry deluge system.  

 

            
 

3. Dry Pipe 2 Model allows air to flow into the system and considers the effect of air volume on the system 

static head. In the cooling water system below, the Dry Pipe Model can predict the pump trip/reverse 

speed accurately. 
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Q: What are the limitations of the Dry Pipe Model? 

1. The friction loss of air flow is negligible in the pipe model.  

2. One pipe only has one air bubble/slug. If both the inlet and outlet of a pipe are dry, the whole pipe is at 

dry state. 

3. Dry state cannot coexist with channel cavitation state in a single pipe. 

4. In Dry Pipe 1 Model, it is assumed that the air pressure is constant 0 barg, i.e. the pressure loss of air 

flow is ignored. In addition, there is no obstacle to block air flow to atmospheric exit.  Items such as wet 

pipe, short pipe, caisson, simple tank, accumulator and closed valves can create a restriction and 

increase the pressure above 0 barg. 

5. In Dry Pipe 2 Model, the air pressure need not be 0 barg as long as air properties can be calculated 

based on the ideal gas law, under isothermal conditions. The pressure loss in components considers 

both subsonic and sonic states. In addition, air flow will convert to the same volume liquid flow in the 

following cases: (a) the air-liquid mixture is not stratified flow; (b) air flow into short pipe, pipe bundle, 

caissons, simple tank and accumulator. 

 


